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Abstract. The first contribution of this paper is architecture of a multipurpose system, which delegates 
a range of object detection tasks to a classifier, applied in special grid positions of the tested image. The 
second contribution is Gray Level-Radius Co-occurrence Matrix, which describes local image texture 
and topology and, unlike common second order statistics methods, is robust to image resolution. The 
third contribution is a parametrically controlled automatic synthesis of unlimited number of numerical 
features for classification. The fourth contribution is a method of optimizing parameters C and gamma 
in LibSVM-based classifier, which is 20-100 times faster than the commonly applied method. The work 
is essentially experimental, with demonstration of various methods for definition of objects of interest 
in images and video sequences. 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Our primary concern is application of pattern recognition methods in computer vision, so we start with a 
brief description of related concepts and state of the art in the field.  
Pattern recognition methods and techniques are described in many sources. The following descrip-
tion from Wikipedia, slightly modified here, clarifies the concept of classifier, see also [1]: Supervised 
learning is the machine learning task of inferring a function from supervised training data. The training 
data consists of a set of training examples. Each training example is a pair, consisting of an input object 
(typically presented as a vector in some vector space) and a desired output value. A supervised learning 
algorithm analyzes the training data and produces an inferred function, which is called a classifier. The 
inferred function should predict the correct output value for any valid input object. This requires the learn-
ing algorithm to generalize from the training data to unseen situations in a “reasonable” way. 
One of the most successful supervised learning techniques in the latest decade is SVM [1]. Proba-
bility assessment for the predicted values (classes) is typically calculated using the Euclidean distance of 
the classified vector from the hyper-plane, which linearly separates training objects of different classes in a 
specially constructed vector space. Each input vector consists of numerical values, corresponding to certain 
numerical features of the object. When dealing with images or image fragments, the numerical features 
typically contain information about color, contrast, standard deviation of some area around the analyzed 
image point, second order statistics [3-5] for evaluating texture, general shape-related characteristics, pres-
ence of specific shapes, characteristics of image morphology, topology etc. While we are generally speak-
ing of classification assuming the discrete class tags of the classified objects, we may also assume numeri-
cal values, such as real numbers, as the class tags.  
The following terms are applied throughout this text in the following meaning, unless the context 
suggests another connotation. 
  
Sample: A small, typically circular, area around an image point. This area is being analyzed and marked 
either by the user in training phase (see below), or automatically by the classifier in image mapping phase. 
For a given training phase and classifier, the shape and size of samples are considered constant. In our ex-
periments, the radius of samples is typically 30-50 pixels where the image size is around 1 megapixel. In 
some cases, two or more concentric circles or rings can be applied simultaneously. 
While sampling a part of the object for subsequent analysis in training phase, the user-tutor of the 
classification system is warned that the system can make a decision about presence of the object based only 
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on this sample, without the image context outside of the sample. So, a sample should contain some dis-
tinctly visible elements, characteristic for the object or situation in question, which can be used for subse-
quent identification of this object or situation among other objects or situations.  
Examples of circular samples and sampling sessions are given in our figures below. For specific 
applications, the shape of samples can be made rectangular, elliptical etc.      
 
Object: The concept of object here is intentionally made as independent of applications as possible. The 
object is considered a plurality of samples that have some common meaning for the user. The samples 
should contain fragments of some visible objects of interest (in a common sense), or display special situa-
tions of interest presented in the scanned scenes. The primary goal of image mapping phase is classification 
of samples, presented in the image, as belonging or not belonging to objects of specific classes.  
This universal view of objects has many advantages, which are discussed in more detail below. 
 
Training phase:  A session, in which the user defines class names (tags) for some objects and provides the 
system with tagged samples for subsequent automatic generation of the classifier, which will be applied for 
classification of similar samples in image mapping phase. The user is typically informed that so chosen 
samples should present distinct parts of the object, which are recognizable without any additional context. 
Training phase is typically applied iteratively, allowing the user to develop and correct training set in order 
to achieve better classification results.  
The conclusive part of training phase is initiation of a special machine learning mechanism for ge-
nerating the classifier. 
 
Training set: Set of samples with class tags. 
 
Feature vector: Vector of numerical or Boolean values, produced from a sample by special numerical fea-
ture algorithms analyzing the sample. Design and implementation of numerical feature algorithms for the 
multipurpose system are discussed in more detail below. 
 
Image grid:  Image positions (points), placed with some constant step in horizontal and vertical directions. 
In image mapping phase such positions are typically considered centers of samples for automatic classifica-
tion (mapping) by classifier. Examples of image grid positions are given in our figures below. 
 
Image mapping phase:  Supplying samples, defined by image grid points, with class tags automatically by 
a classifier. So formed class tags are typically accompanied with probability assessment values calculated 
by the classifier.    
 
Classifier: A procedure, which automatically finds the most probable class tag using a feature vector calcu-
lated from a sample by special numerical feature algorithms. A classifier is typically created by a special 
machine learning technique using training set and the numerical feature algorithms.  
 The class tag is typically supplied with the probability assessment value. Furthermore, for every 
sample, the classifier provides the probabilities of this sample belonging to all other defined classes.  
 
 
2 The Objects in More Detail 
 
The concept of object, which is being defined and analyzed through samples, is central in this work.  
In most image understanding systems, image fragments that contain the object being analyzed are 
extracted by some pre-processing procedure. For instance, in motion detection systems the objects are typi-
cally extracted using some image registration technique: two consecutive frames of a video sequence are 
registered (placed one onto another so that the frame shift is compensated), and the related image difference 
is then considered the object for subsequent analysis. Another example: in printed text recognition systems, 
the objects (letters) are typically extracted using some image projection techniques followed by morpholog-
ical analysis, blob analysis, water-shed transform and other transformations. Then image fragments, which 
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contain separate strokes or letters, are fed into the classification system for recognition of alphabetical let-
ters. 
Our concept of object is essentially different. This concept comprises "all image fragments, which 
are similar to those sampled by the tutor", while the similarity is checked for samples containing the tested 
points. Consider the positive and negative aspects of this approach. 
Positive aspects:  
1. The user can define, and then discriminate and automatically locate very complex objects and 
situations such as a pedestrian on a road, a vehicle from a large class of vehicles, a building construction, 
vegetation, an instrument, a pre-contact or contact situation, a human hand or iris, an assembly etc. (Object 
examples of this kind are given below). The nature of such objects and situations is unrestricted by defini-
tion. There is no need for a sophisticated image pre-processing procedure. 
2. With modern computer power, training and subsequent recognition is possible for highly com-
plex objects and situations, which may be defined by tens of thousands or even millions of image samples.  
3. The object being analyzed in image mapping phase can be presented only partly. For example, a 
vehicle can be detected just by locating the vehicle tire or identification plate, a human can be detected just 
by detecting human face or hand. So, the system is robust in various screening situations, where only parts 
of the object of interest are visible. 
Negative aspects:  
1. For a successful training, the system may require a very large quantity and variety of sampled 
points. Our approach to efficiency of automatic training helps to cope with this requirement (see Avoiding 
Exhaustive Search in Training of the Classifier in Section 5).  
2. Samples can be ambiguous or misleading, and the tutor needs to be sure that he would recog-
nize, both in training and conceivable mapping phases, any such sample without the context outside of the 
sample boundary;  
3. The system can be vulnerable to image resolution, scaling, illumination, and to the variability of 
neighboring contexts, not belonging to the desired object but belonging to samples.  
Compensation of these negative aspects is discussed below. The tutor has the possibility to effi-
ciently correct and adjust the training set according to his recognition needs and to the presence or absence 
of unique characteristics of the desired object in samples. So, a training session typically consists of re-
peated iterations. The mentioned efficiency of automatic training is a great asset here.  
 
Image mapping at grid points. Image mapping should be considered a framework for detecting objects of 
interest through classification (cf. Fig.1). An image may contain many objects of interest, so we apply the 
classifier in all image points placed on the image grid. The user defines the grid resolution and the radius of 
samples. Classification results on the grid points can be presented using a color-highlighting of object 
classes of interest. Examples of color-highlighting are given in figures below. 
  
Multi-object location and detection. Consider Fig. 2-11. Image mapping phase provides a simple dialog, 
in which the user can observe the classification results. Using a drop-box dialog with defined class names, 
the user can choose a class and observe only results of detecting objects of this class. In Fig. 6 such classes 
are “Contact Situation” and “Human Fingers” respectively. Another option is simultaneous observation of 
several classes marked by different color marks on a single image. In this way image mapping phase can be 
immediately applied not only for classification but also for detecting and locating objects of interest of dif-
ferent kinds, as well as for raising alert messages in special cases where objects of interest are found or not 
found.  
Fig. 6 (right) and 7 (right) demonstrate the situation where intrusion of a human hand is detected 
and reported. Fig. 8 (right) demonstrates the situation where the absence of open eye is reported. So, the 
computer vision task of detecting the presence, absence, or the dynamics of special objects or situations, is 
delegated to the classifier via the image grid.  
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3  Discussion: Minimization of formal knowledge applied in cognitive and machine 
learning systems 
 
The presented universal approach should not be considered an attempt to build everything related to pat-
tern recognition in computer vision using a single scheme. Like a partially ordered set can have many max-
imal elements in mathematics, there can be many multipurpose system architectures, any of which is suita-
ble for creation of a wide range of custom applications of certain kind. Here we relate universality to a 
range of applications, where objects of interest can in principle be learned and detected through samples. 
A similar concept of universality was developed in our research in First Order String Calculus 
(FOSC) [6, 7]. FOSC is a generalization of classical first order logic. In this generalization, unrestricted 
strings are applied instead of logical terms and predicates. Variables are created by string alignment: given 
aligned string examples, their non-matching parts can be replaced by variables. In this way strings are ge-
neralized and may contain variables and some nesting structure. Variables in FOSC are treated similarly to 
object variables in First Order Predicate Calculus (FOPS). This kind of logic provides a way to build natu-
ral language processing applications immediately from examples without the concept of formal grammar 
[7]. Formal theories and algorithms are extracted from unrestricted text data in fashion of inductive logic 
programming [9], but without the need to invent logical predicates. In a way, this is the simplest formal 
framework for modeling cognition and human intuition. The usage of a priori formal knowledge is mini-
mized up to an asymptotic limit, which for the case of 1st order logic is Robinson’s resolution principle 
[11]. All formalisms, necessary for specific applications, are generated automatically by analysis and gene-
ralization of sample data.  
With this minimization, Church-Turing thesis [10] is reformulated as follows: Every possible 
computation can be carried out by alignment and matching of suitable data examples, with a specific defi-
nition of alignment and matching as the universal algorithm definition means applicable in a machine learn-
ing framework ([6], p.110).  
The resolution principle is applied in FOSC as the main inference engine in the same way a clas-
sifier is applied as the main inference engine for reasoning about images in our present research. The 
present research expands the a priori formal knowledge minimization framework for working with image 
data. The minimization leads to a simple and nearly-universal set of numerical feature algorithms for classi-
fication of unrestricted images. Specifically, our experiments demonstrate the asymptotic simplification of 
the numerical feature algorithms, which can be combined through SVM [1, 2] and known feature selection 
methods [12, 13] into a wide spectrum of image classifiers based on unrestricted training data.  
A similar minimization for extraction of astronomical equations immediately from observational 
data is described in [8]. 
 
Universality of the pattern recognition component. So, the pattern recognition component of the system 
is intentionally designed as universal as possible for a wide class of applications related to computer vision.  
Note, however, that universal numerical features, suitable for all kind of unrestricted patterns, do 
not exist. Some methods are good for discriminating textures and color variations of the objects, while oth-
er methods are better for recognition of object forms and edge characteristics. Nevertheless, there exist po-
werful methods, suitable for a wide spectrum of application areas. Among these methods we should men-
tion those based on second order statistics [3-5] and Fourier, Gabor and Wavelet transforms, with calcula-
tion of power spectra in specific frequency bands. 
This approach assumes using the most general numerical features, suitable for possible applica-
tions in a wide range of areas, where the feature combinations ar suitable for definition of classes in more 
specific areas. The number of numerical features, actually applied for a specific pattern recognition task, is 
controlled by known feature selection methods [12, 13].  
 
Architecture and customization of the universal system. The architecture and the numerical feature al-
gorithms of the presented system are influenced by our research presented in [6-8]. For building a custom 
object detection system, based on this approach, the following scheme is applied. 
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Fig.1. Delegating object detection task to a classifier: a) training phase, b) results of image mapping phase are applied 
for custom reasoning about presence, absence, location and combination of objects of interest. 
 
Using this scheme, the building of a custom object detection system is reduced to a training phase 
(Fig.1, a) and doing a custom analysis of the classification results in grid points of the tested image (Fig.1, 
b). For instance, location of the object of interest (Fig 4, top right) or presence of the object of interest (Fig. 
6, Fig7, right) can be reported. Other custom situations may include counting samples of the objects of 
interested (Fig 8, left), detecting the absence of the object of interest (Fig. 8, right). In some situations, a 
more sophisticated analysis of the image mapping results can be applied. For instance (Fig. 10, right), the 
detected points of class Pupil are clustered into two clusters, and then a calculation of the shift of the cluster 
centers relating to the human face is applied for calculation of the gaze direction. In our examples, the ob-
jects of interest (pupils in Fig. 10 and 11) are successfully located in spite of the complex natural-light il-
lumination with light reflections.  
 
Comparison with Viola-Jones object detection framework. Viola-Jones’s approach [14] is essentially 
based on evaluation of rectangular image regions for a set of special rectangles, which feature the object of 
interest. In the meaning of universality discussed above, this approach is universal too. Using an advanced 
machine learning scheme (AdaBoost), it also applies a possible minimum of a priori formal knowledge.  
In our framework, however, the objects of interest can be more complex. An object can represent a 
complex and synthetic concept, which includes essentially different sub-classes. As an example, consider 
the object “Building Construction” in Fig. 4. Samples of this object may include various roof elements, wall 
fragments, chimneys, windows, fences, wall angles etc. Definition of so complex objects in Viola-Jones’s 
framework seems to be problematic. 
In our framework, the results of image mapping phase can be analyzed for various purposes, as 
shown in Fig 1 and examples 2-11. Viola-Jones’s framework is more similar to a black box, which does not 
allow the user to analyze the plausibility assessment of object detection in individual image points.  
While we are concentrating on object classification and detection at exact image grid positions, the 
Viola-Jones’s framework work with entire image regions. Additionally, training time in Viola-Jones’s algo-
rithm is typically much larger than training time in our case (cf. Section 5).  
 
 
  
Example images Define objects of interest 
Tutor 
Tested image Custom analysis of the 
objects found in  
image grid 
Activate image mapping phase 
End-user 
Generate a classifier 
Build a training set by 
marking example ob-
ject points 
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4  Universal Numerical Features: Texture, Topology, Gray Level, Power Spectrum  
 
Color images, presented in our experiments (Fig. 2-11), are considered triples of R, G, B components, each 
of which is analyzed as a gray level image. The numerical features for classification of every sample are 
extracted from all three bands and then joined into a single feature vector.  
 Consider the analysis of gray level images in the framework of universality. 
 
Gray level factorization. Usage of second order statistics [3] depends on the range of gray level values 
applied for building Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM). For example, the common set of 256 val-
ues (0-255) results in a 256*256 matrix. For texture classification, special statistical values (homogeneity, 
entropy, contrast etc.) are typically extracted from this matrix [4, 5].  
The result of using such values in classification algorithms essentially depends on the applied set 
of gray level values. Although this observation seems to be trivial, it can be neglected, and GLCM (as well 
as other matrices introduced below) will be applied not in the most effective way.  
Our approach suggests a numerical parameter for factorizing the standard set of 256 values 0-255 
into a smaller set, typically 0-26 or smaller.  
This factorization is justified as follows. An ordinary human eye cannot discriminate gray level 
values whose difference is less than 10 gray levels in the standard 0-255 scale. Additionally, the distortion 
of brightness, produced by optical scanning devices, often surpasses this difference. So, the GLCM-based 
mechanism for modeling human eye recognition needs not more than 0-26 gray levels. Additional benefit 
of using a smaller grey level scale is computational efficiency and memory usage, which is essential when 
a special hardware is applied. Considering the efficiency of hardware implementation, gray scale factoriza-
tion 256/8 or 256/16 is preferable, so the optimal number of resulting gray levels will be 32 or 16.  
 
Orthogonal gradient co-occurrence matrix. Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [3,4] takes into 
account neighbor pixels in one or several directions. As an addition to GLCM, we introduce a special Or-
thogonal Gradient Co-occurrence Matrix (OGCM). For every pixel of the analyzed area, two values g1, g2 
of image gradients in orthogonal directions are calculated. This can be done either for a pair in (SN, EW) 
directions, or both for pairs in (SN, EW) and (NW, NE) directions, as we do in our experiments, or for 
more pairs of orthogonal directions. The OGCM matrix is then built, similarly to GLCM, by incrementing 
element (|g1|, |g2|) of the matrix for every analyzed pixel. 
This matrix provides additional features of form and texture. In a way, it characterizes a 3D form 
of the objects presented in a 2D form. In some of our experiments OGCM matrix was applied for generat-
ing second order statistics feature values similar to that typically extracted from GLCM. Application of 
Gray Level-Gradient Co-occurrence Matrix [5] is recommended too. 
Important feature of GLCM and OGCM is low calculation complexity, which is linear in the 
number of pixels of the analyzed region. This is essential when a special hardware implementation is as-
sumed. 
Our experiments show that when SVM is applied with a RBF kernel, numerical feature values of 
homogeneity, entropy, contrast etc., typically extracted from GLCM, can be avoided without any loss of 
the system functionality. Instead, the matrix elements themselves can be applied as the numerical feature 
values for classification. This observation is consistent with our framework of universality and minimiza-
tion of a priory formal knowledge, described in Section 3. Complex texture concepts of homogeneity, con-
trast, entropy, uniformity etc. turn out to be redundant. The machine learning system generates the neces-
sary texture description automatically based on elements of GLCM and OGCM matrices as the numerical 
feature values. 
 
Shape recognition. For recognition of specific shapes, the numerical features, related to texture analysis, 
are typically strong in high frequencies but weak in low frequencies. 
Using SVM with RBF kernel, one does not need to explicitly define specific shape models such as 
bars, cross-bars, circles, triangles, arrows, arcs etc. The power of modern machine learning techniques al-
lows one to provide the universal system with samples of such objects and to generate the recognizer of 
specific shapes automatically.  
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This, however, may require the ability of the system to catch low frequencies of the analyzed im-
ages. To address this issue, we do a 2D FFT of the samples. Then, the values of power spectra in low fre-
quency ranges are immediately applied as the numerical feature values for classification. Another, more 
efficient option (also applied in our experiments) is using power spectra of 1D wavelet transform of several 
straight lines, which intersect the sample in different directions. These values are accumulated into a single 
row of numerical feature values, which are then applied for shape representation. 
 
Gray level-radius co-occurrence matrix for samples. Classification, based on texture (GLCM, OGCM) 
and power spectrum-related feature values as described above, is typically vulnerable to changes in image 
resolution.  
For a more robust presentation of image topology we introduce a special Gray Level-Radius Co-
occurrence Matrix (GLRCM). In order to build this matrix, a sample is considered a set of concentric rings 
around the analyzed image position. The rings are constructed with sequential radii of external circles w, 
2w, 3w, …, Nw=R, where w is some constant width for all rings and R is radius of samples. For any of the 
rings, a factorized gray level histogram is calculated, where G is a maximal gray level value. Then, the ma-
trix of N*G size is built by setting value of the (n, g) matrix element to the number of pixels of gray level g 
in ring number n.  
In most our experiments, the classification feature values, taken immediately from this matrix, 
lead to better results than those based on GLCM and OGCM. Indeed, GLRCM contains information about 
local image texture in combination with local shape characteristics independently on the image resolution. 
 
Parametric numerical feature synthesis. Feature extraction methods, described above, are essentially 
parameterized by the following parameters: 
 
1) Degree of gray level factorization (which affects dimensions of GLCM, OGCM and GLRCM); 
2) Ring width w (which affects dimensions of GLRCM); 
3) Radius R of samples, which affects the number of accumulated values in the matrix elements; 
 
Variation of these parameters substantially affects the number of numerical feature values, applied 
in classification algorithms, independently on feature selection methods. Additional parameters are feature 
selection thresholds for correlation, entropy, and other statistical methods related to mRMR [12, 13] etc).  
In our experiments, special system architecture is applied, which allows variation of such parame-
ters independently of other system components. This leads to a controllable synthesis of unrestricted num-
ber of numerical features for classification. In order to achieve better classification results for a practical 
work in training phase and image mapping phase, this number can be easily controlled.  
The number of so generated numerical features for classification, applied in our experiments, va-
ries from a few dozen to a few thousand.  
 
 
5 Application Aspects of the Multipurpose System 
 
Circular areas for sampling image points. The treatment of objects of interest through samples requires a 
special interface for object definition. When creating a training set for generation of the classification algo-
rithm, the user can observe training images, choose and mark sample points, and then tag them as belong-
ing to the defined classes. The system contains a simple dialog, which displays a circular area around the 
observed point. The dialog provides simple means for tagging samples with class names. Again, the tutor is 
instructed that the system does not take into account image areas outside of the circle, so he should choose 
those samples that contain enough information for classifying the center of the sample as belonging to the 
object in question. Examples of this interface in training phase are provided in figures below. 
 
Correcting the training set. After some version of the classifier is built, the system provides the tutor with 
the possibility to observe the results of classification on the objects, which belong to the training set. Image 
fragments, which still are not included into the training set but may possibly be included, are analyzed too. 
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For every defined class, and with every desirable probability value provided by the classification system 
according to [2], the tutor can observe, and then manually correct the classification results obtained auto-
matically. In this way the user expands or corrects the training set for the next iteration of training phase.  
A simple editing dialog is defined for this correction. In this dialog, the user is presented with a 
mapped image. Using a drop-box with a list of defined class names, he can choose a correct name and then 
click the object whose class name should be corrected. As the result, a new named sample will be inserted 
into the training set for subsequent re-training. 
 
Removing ambiguous training samples. Removing wrongly tagged samples is possible by a similar me-
thod. Image mapping phase is activated for an image. The user observes the detection results for different 
classes and analyzes wrongly classified objects. If a classification error persists, the user can refer to the 
training images where the respected classes are sampled and tagged, and correct the class tags for subse-
quent re-training. 
 
Image scale treatment. The analyzed scenes can be scanned from various distances so that the objects, 
contained in the scenes, are presented in various resolutions and may take image parts of various sizes. 
 Without a special treatment, the classifier, trained in one scale and resolution will not work well in 
another scale and resolution. The situation, where the analyzed objects can be scanned from different dis-
tances, should be reflected in training phase. This may require a large number of manually analyzed im-
ages of training scenes and situations.   
Another view of resolution is related to the object shapes. For instance, in a detailed resolution, an 
image of a tree may display texture of leaves and branches but miss the general shape of the tree. In a less 
detailed resolution, the GLCM and GLRCM techniques may catch the general contour of the tree. In this 
way, both leaves and contour of the tree are featured. Two or more sizes of samples can be defined simul-
taneously, and the numerical feature values are produced using both sample sizes. This technique is typical 
for a multi-resolution analysis. 
 In this way, the finer resolution is analyzed for a texture, while the less detailed resolution may 
present the object shape characteristics.  
 
Skipping non-informative image fragments. In image mapping phase, some image fragments may con-
tain no useful information for the analysis so that the expensive process of classification is meaningless. A 
special information mask can be applied for skipping non-informative areas. In our experiments, this mask 
is created using Niblack binarization [15] with subsequent edge detection. Other methods of avoiding non-
informative image areas can be applied too.    
 
Avoiding exhaustive search in training of the classifier. Pattern recognition component of the system is 
currently based on LibSVM library [2]. This library builds a classification algorithm given a training set of 
classification examples, presented in some form of object-feature matrix with numerical class tags for every 
object.  
In building the classifier, the usage of this library essentially depends on the choice of special nu-
merical parameters. Specifically, the choice of non-linear transformation (kernel function), as well as of the 
penalty parameter C of the applied error term should be made. Kernel function may include two parameters 
(d and gamma if a polynomial kernel is applied, r and gamma if a sigmoid kernel is applied), one parame-
ter (gamma) if a radial basis kernel is applied etc. Together with parameter C, the values of two or more 
numerical parameters should be chosen and optimized.  
Today a viable theory for choosing optimal values for these parameters does not exist. In paper 
[2], a simple “greedy” algorithm is proposed for funding a near-optimal solution. For example, if a radial-
basis kernel is applied, 20 possible values for parameter gamma and 20 possible values for parameter C are 
analyzed in a grid of 20*20=400 combinations. A trial classifier is built for every such combination, and 
the best pair of values gamma and C is then applied in final training of the system. A cross validation tech-
nique is applied for the assessment of every so generated classifier.  
 The negative side of this 20*20 grid exhaustion algorithm is efficiency. For instance, when a train-
ing set contains 10.000 or more of objects with 5-10 defined classes, generation of the final classifier by 
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LibSVM may take 10 or more hours on a standard PC computer with 2.6 GHz processor. In case of three 
parameters (3D grid exhaustion) such search is impractical or impossible at all.  
 Our solution to this problem is a random access to the grid points of parameter values instead of 
the exhaustive search (not to be confused with image grid points). Furthermore, the grid can be avoided 
entirely. We can simply generate random values for the parameters in appropriate ranges. In our experi-
ments the system comes to a nearly-optimal solution, similar to that described in [2], 20-100 times faster 
using the same computational resources. This solution can be applied for a 3D or 4D parameter search too. 
During the search, the classifier assessment value (total error rate) is displayed in a system log, so the user 
can stop the search if a sufficient precision/accuracy is already found. Otherwise, the user can stop the 
search if he observes that the system cannot generate any viable classifier after 10-20 trials, instead of 400 
or more proposed in [2]. The latest case typically indicates that the training set is inconsistent and should be 
corrected or entirely redesigned.  
 In the following table, the classifier training time is compared for the grid exhaustion method [2] 
and for our method of random access to the grid points of parameter values. The pair of parameters gamma 
and C is optimized here. The qualities of the classifiers, built by both methods, are similar (97-99% accura-
cy in most cases). In this experiment, a single 2.6 GHz Intel processor is applied. 
 
No. of defined object classes 3 3 3 12 
No. of applied classification features after feature selection 24 314 26 942 
No. of object samples in training set 2200 4200 290 8620 
Classifier generation time using the exhaustive grid search [2], 
minutes 
74 320 42 740 
Classifier generation time by the random access method, mi-
nutes 
3 12 0.5 21 
 
Table 1. Comparison of grid exhaustion and random access methods for optimizing gamma and C 
 
 This approach not only makes the training more efficient. In many cases it allows correction and 
development of very complex training sets that otherwise cannot be developed at all. Indeed, if the tutor of 
the system has to wait many hours for evaluating every small correction of the training set, his teaching 
process is drastically limited. On the other hand, if any trial training takes only several seconds or minutes, 
he can perceive and better control the building of the classifier. He can easily correct wrongly defined 
classes and wrongly tagged training samples, observe and remove ambiguously tagged objects from the 
training set, add/remove classes, tag additional samples etc. 
 
External interface for the pattern recognition component of the system. Additional components of the 
system contain basic functions for operation with the results of image mapping phase on the scanned im-
ages or scenes. Among such functions we should mention:  
 
– Rising alert signals about special objects and/or situations and/or class combinations presented 
on analyzed images;  
– Behavior checking concerning the dynamics of certain classes in certain locations;  
– Behavior control guided by the behavior checking;  
– Detecting presence or absence of special objects and/or situations either in the whole image or in 
specific locations;  
– Locating special objects and/or situations;  
– Counting the number of special objects and/or situations either in the whole image or in special 
locations;  
– Counting the number of grid points belonging to objects of special classes either in the whole 
image or in special locations. 
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Most such functions analyze the probability estimations, provided by classifier in every image 
grid point. Using such estimations, the user typically can define a trade-off between the classification error 
rate and the rate of covering the observed objects. 
 
Working with frames of a video sequence. Video sequences typically provide some additional informa-
tion, useful for image classification, especially in situations where the objects of interest are moving or in-
serted otherwise. In such situations, the static background may aggravate the image mapping phase of the 
system. Indeed, since samples may contain fragments of the moving object of interest, as well as different 
fragments of background, the background affects the calculation of numerical features for classification. 
This problem can be resolved by either of the following two methods: 
 
1) Learning the moving objects in all possible background contexts; 
2) Removing the static background from the video frames. 
 
Method (2) is preferable where the background is complex. Various methods can be applied for 
removing a static background. Our preferred method of intrusion detection is based on registration of a 
current video frame with a reference frame, followed by removing all registered point pairs that belong to 
well-correlated image fragments of certain size and form. 
 
From smart camera to intelligent vision system. The market of smart cameras has flourished in the latest 
decade [17]. Typically, a smart camera facilitates tracking of moving objects and has functions for recogni-
tion and evaluation of special objects and situations: vehicles, pedestrians, road situations, defects in a pro-
duction line, vehicle number plates etc. Every such system is typically based on specially built intelligent 
image processing and pattern recognition algorithms. Examples of such systems include an optical mouse, 
which detects motion direction with high speed and precision, SmartEye [19], which measures either the 
point of gaze or the motion of human eye relative to the head, MobilEye [21], which detects various objects 
and situations on the road and warns the driver. 
Pattern recognition algorithms of such systems typically are specialized and embedded in a special 
microchip. The cost of creating new microchips, however, leads to a decline of specialized chip manufac-
turing systems [17, 18]. This is compensated by companies, which produce only intellectual components of 
the chips – System on Chip (SoC) IP cores. For a small or medium-size company, designing one or more IP 
Cores and ordering the manufacture of related microchips in already existing FAB is more practical than 
doing everything in a single site.  
The aspect of our approach, which is useful here, is development and standardization of the pat-
tern recognition component, which is the heart of all such systems. We develop a trainable multipurpose 
system for pattern recognition, which provides a method for manufacturing specific devices working with 
images and video sequences. Besides using the most universal and powerful pattern recognition methods, 
we create a special interface for connecting such algorithms with other system components, as well as a 
special interface for connecting all those components with the external world. Producers of specialized sys-
tems, such as security surveillance systems, vehicle safety control systems and industrial line control sys-
tems, will be able to adapt this single universal core instead of designing special algorithms for their pur-
poses. 
The described system not only can be trained and viewed as a smart camera. It is really an intelli-
gent vision system, which may contain one or more cameras, powerful image processing and pattern recog-
nition algorithms, and specially designed interfaces for teaching the system how to apply these components 
in a specific environment. 
 
Video sequence understanding: real-time (online) vs. offline processing. Our view of an intelligent vi-
sion system comprises image understanding ideas in combination with hardware organization and interface 
ideas. The system is capable of performing such tasks in less demanding environment, concerning efficien-
cy, where a conventional PC is connected to a video camera, or where otherwise collected video sequence 
is fed into a computer for an off-line analysis.  
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 Large volume video data is widespread today. Typical scenario for collecting data is logging 
(DVR recording) of road or industrial process situations. The logging may include additional video or non-
video data, GPS-receiver info, speed, temperature, gas consumption, audio info etc. [22-24]. An intelligent 
vision system should support detection, location, evaluation, tracing and counting special objects of interest 
in a large data log of this kind.  
This task can be performed off-line by teaching the universal system how to analyze the log.  
For teaching the system we support the following scenario. The user analyzes sample parts of a 
large video sequence and manually points some objects of interest: a certain person in a crowd, a special 
vehicle in a traffic, specific objects or defect types in a production line, human hands at a manipulator, elec-
trical contact situations etc. The system learns such objects from the user’s examples. Then it locates all 
such objects in the video sequence and informs the user for further analysis of this data.  
A similar scenario can be applied for the analysis of video sequences in online situation. In this 
way, the system can be applied surveillance of an industrial process for a real time reporting about special 
objects and situations. 
Additional tasks possible by training of the system: driving style evaluation (detecting and record-
ing only those situations in which the driver violates driving rules)  – for insurance companies; driving style 
correction (detecting driving errors and issuing recommendations) – for the driver; detecting singular situa-
tions in security systems or in production lines, such as intrusion or absence of hands or open eyes, danger 
of extra contacts or absence of necessary contacts when using electrical appliances, detecting alien objects, 
detecting a superabundance or a lack of special objects in the scene, detecting special instruments and/or 
objects in medical operational environment, marking, recording and reporting singular or dangerous road 
situations in real time, adding object recognition and scene evaluation functions to current DVR systems 
etc.The functionality for performing such tasks is based on the universal pattern recognition component of 
the system and on the described special alerting/controlling functions.  
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6 Examples 
 
In Fig. 2-11 our experiments in detection, location and classification of typical objects and situations on 
images and video sequences are demonstrated. The experimental system includes a simple alert-
ing/controlling language, which supports creation of specific interfaces for working with the pattern recog-
nition component. Video frame examples are given along with the alerting messages, which expose pres-
ence or absence of specific objects and situations. Once more, the recognized objects and situations are not 
restricted by any predefined application area. Furthermore, the reaction of the system is not limited by just 
finding an object of a given class. The range of system reactions is wider: detecting motion, locating specif-
ic objects on still images and/or video frames of the scanned scenes, raising the alerting messages when 
specific objects are or are not found, calculating number of points belonging to detected objects of certain 
types (cf. Fig. 8 and 9) etc.  
 
 
 
Fig.2. Left: Training phase. Choosing and marking objects of interest by class names. In this example, objects of class 
Cornflake are marked. Right: Image mapping phase applied for the training set objects. The numbers indicate the plau-
sibility assessment values generated by the classifier. Red color alerts the user that the generated classifier made a 
wrong classification of a training object. 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Image mapping phase applied for a new image not belonging to training set. White points indicate the grid posi-
tions where objects of classes “Dried Berry” (left) and Cornflake (right) are detected. The images display some mis-
classified and non-recognized objects of defined classes. Note that the system displays only those detected samples that 
have the plausibility assessment values equal or greater than the plausibility limiter defined in the dialog system (value 
0.3 in our example).  
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Fig.4. Training phase (top left) and image mapping phase for airborne images. The detected and marked objects of 
interest are vehicle (class Car, top right), building construction (middle row left), vegetation (class Plants, middle row 
right), terrain feature (bottom, left), shadow (bottom, right). White and red points indicate the grid positions where 
samples of these objects are detected. Image data: Courtesy of VisionMap Ltd. 
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Fig.5. Sampling objects and situations of interest for subsequent classification in a video sequence. In training phase, 
the user is sampling parts of electrical appliances (top left), parts of human fingers (top right), contact situations (bot-
tom left) and a background (bottom right). In image mapping phase similar objects and situations are detected automat-
ically by the classifier (see the next image). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. Detecting and raising an alerting message about a contact situation (left) and about intrusion of human fingers 
(right). The alerting message is displayed in the top left part of the video frames.  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aj2cizRfaus and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqMtNGjTqDI for the 
live video demo of both scenes. 
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Fig.7.Left: Detecting assemblies among simple parts. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbZdUS6yHzw for a live 
video demo. Right: Detecting and raising an alerting message about intrusion of human hand in a security environment. 
The alerting message is displayed in the top left part of the image.  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfskAeAJCwI for a live video demo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8.Left: Detecting human eye iris and evaluating degree of openness of human eye by counting the number of de-
tected iris points belonging to the image grid. Right: Raising an alerting message when human eyes are closed, for be-
havior checking and control. The alerting message is displayed in the top left part of the image. See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZBQ6cXOm4Y for a live video demo. 
 
 
 
Fig.9.Left: Locating vehicle number plates for subsequent vehicle identification by OCR.  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTreTbSDaAQ for a live video demo. 
Right: Detecting vehicle tires among other objects; evaluating the air pressure in tires by counting the number of de-
tected image grid points of class “Tire” in the road-contact area. 
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Fig.10.Left: Detecting intrusion of a human while skipping the animal in a homeland security environment. See 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbxuFqP2Q58 for a live video demo. Right: Gaze detection in complex natural 
illumination environment. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XH16k2gIUc for a live video demo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.11. Detection of human iris (top row) and pupil (middle row) in complex natural illumination. When the eyelid is 
completely or partly closed (right images of two upper rows), the iris (pupil) position is found by an interpolation using 
consecutive frames of the video sequence. The bottom row shows actually detected points of class Pupil, which are 
applied for constructing the above enclosing rectangles and for the interpolation.  
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMlSgYYcOac for a live video demo. 
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7  Conclusion 
 
 
A specific concept of multipurpose system for pattern recognition in computer vision is introduced. Com-
plex backgrounds, occlusions and image distortions are considered. The system contains pattern recogni-
tion algorithms, based on classical machine learning principles, which can be organized for performing so 
various tasks as raising an alerting message, locating and counting special objects, presented in the scanned 
scenes, detecting the presence, absence, or specific combination of objects, evaluating the dynamics of the-
reof etc.  
Design, implementation, and automatic synthesis of numerical feature algorithms for classification 
are discussed in view of the multipurpose system design. In order to build a specific application, the univer-
sal system can be trained for performing specific scene understanding tasks and then applied either in on-
line (real time) or offline situation. 
The system can be trained for performing and combining various pattern recognition tasks in real 
time. Signals of different nature and sources can be recognized by a single system and joined into a simple 
alerting language. The system is trainable for detecting various objects and situations – on the road, in a 
production line, in working environment etc.  
 The proposed system architecture has many application areas and can be an important part for 
manufacturing specialized devices and systems. The following are typical tasks of existing specialized 
alerting systems: pedestrian detection, motorcycle detection, bicycle detection, vehicle & lane detection, 
lane departure warning, forward collision warning, eye fatigue detection. All such applications can be built, 
with combined functionality, using a single device containing this system. 
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